LITE FLOORPLANS

LITE SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications | 17RDQ | 19FLB | 23FKS | 24TBQ | 24RBQ | 25RKS | 26DBb | 27RBS | 28RLS | 28DSB | 29TBS | 31DSB | 32BHS | 32FKS | 38DSB
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Base Weight | 3,115 | 3,708 | 4,547 | 4,129 | 3,982 | 4,714 | 4,381 | 5,647 | 5,768 | 5,900 | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Base Weight (OPT.) | 3,115 | 3,708 | 4,547 | 4,129 | 3,982 | 4,714 | 4,381 | 5,647 | 5,768 | 5,900 | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

SUPER SLIDE FLOORPLANS

SUPER SLIDE SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications | 17RDQ | 19FLB | 23FKS | 24TBQ | 24RBQ | 25RKS | 26DBb | 27RBS | 28RLS | 28DSB | 29TBS | 31DSB | 32BHS | 32FKS | 38DSB
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Base Weight | 3,115 | 3,708 | 4,547 | 4,129 | 3,982 | 4,714 | 4,381 | 5,647 | 5,768 | 5,900 | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Base Weight (OPT.) | 3,115 | 3,708 | 4,547 | 4,129 | 3,982 | 4,714 | 4,381 | 5,647 | 5,768 | 5,900 | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

Lift up Queen bed storage area.
(Most Models)

Dolby® Digital 5.1 Surround Sound system with DVD/CD player.
(Most Models)

Huge pass through exterior storage. (Most Models)

Deluxe outside shower. (Optional)

Diamond plate stone guard. (Optional)

Residential metal drawer guides on every drawer.
INTERIOR APPOINTMENTS
- Birch Cabinet
- Hardwood Maple & Teak
- Caravan Color
- Raised Panel Cabinet Doors - Coach (n/a (17RDQ, 19FLB))
- Style (n/a (17RDQ, 19FLB))
- Oak and Walnut
- Vanity Construction
- Beaded Door Drawers (Wood Model)
- Vanity Bar Fixtures
- Full Wall Paper Border - Kitchen and Bathrooms
- Carpenter in Bedroom and Living Area (Super Slide Model)
- Linen Comfort Liner and Bath Area (Super Slide Model)
- Linen Comfort Liner Through-Out (Lite Model)
- Bead Trim/No-wrinkle Fabric Panel
- Federal Decorative Tablets
- Jack Knife Sofa (n/a (17RDQ, 19FLB))
- One-Swivel Rocker (32FKS)
- Two Swivel Rocker (32BHS)
- Lee Medicine Cabinet

SLEEPING
- Queen Bed (n/a (17RDQ, 29FKS), (17RDQ))
- Double Bed (32FKS, 17RDQ)
- King Bed (32FKS)
- Pull-Out Mattress - Main Bed (n/a (17RDQ, 29FKS))
- Diamond Bumper (n/a (19FLB))
- Bunk Bed (24TRQ, HSHR)
- Bunk Bed w/ Lower Double Bed
- Pull-Out Bunk Bed (17RDQ)
- Flip-Up Bunk Bed w/Bottom Double Bed (29FKS)

APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES
- 15,000 BTU E.I. freshwater heater (Optional)
- 18,000 BTU E.I. furnace (17RDQ)
- In-Floor Ducted Heat
- Water Heater (n/a 17RDQ, 19FLB)
- Water Heater By-Pass Valve
- Demand Water Pump
- Bore Floor Low Point Drain
- Ducting - Full Length Copper LP Lines

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
- 6000 BTU E.I. Furnace (Super Slide Model)
- 6000 BTU E.I. Furnace (Lite Model)
- 24,000 BTU E.I. Furnace (17RDQ)
- 18,000 BTU E.I. Furnace (17RDQ)
- In-Floor Ducted Heat
- Even Cool™ Insulated AC Ducting (n/a (17RDQ, 19FLB))

PLUMBING & LP SYSTEMS
- 6-Gallon Water Heater (17RDQ, 19FLB)
- Instantaneous Water Heater (17RDQ, 19FLB)
- 3-Burner (HO) 16” Range w/ Oven
- Even Cool™
- Duratube

FABRIC KEY
A. Main
B. Accents
C. Backspread

Decor Selections
- Dazzling interiors feature skillfully coordinated upholstery and window treatments. Coachmen RV’s choose only top-grade fabrics from well-known manufacturers to ensure years of double rubs for style and action to simulate heavy usage. An average chart in an American home is subject to only 3,000 double rubs per year.

Questions (FAQ’s), and Publications ordering dating back to 1972 models.
- Coachmen makes sure that their dealers are well equipped and trained to service your coaches.
- We also offer a true Trouble Shooting & Maintenance Guide for the comprehensive service representative who should in only 3,000 double rubs per year.
- Coachmen provides a two-year structural and major components manufacturer’s warranty, along with a complete written Warranty Summary Guide, for your piece of mind.
- Comprehensive Warranty – Coachmen Comprehensive Warranty provides one-year coverage on most parts, components and appliances. Coachmen makes their product and is supported by a network of service centers.
- Comprehensive Owner’s Information – Every new owner receives published materials on key equipment and options, as well as information pertaining to the function of important components.
- Complimentary Promo Literature – We offer a comprehensive Promo Literature Guide for the comprehensive service representative who should answer any questions.

Coachmen Caravan Camping Club
Coachmen Caravan Camping Club is your ticket to making friends for life. Share old stories and make new, in the company of fellow Coachmen Caravan members. As part of the Coachmen Caravan family, you will receive incredible membership benefits that will help to ensure your safety and enjoyment throughout your RV experiences. Enjoy your Coachmen RV more with the Coachmen Caravan Camping Club.

Coachmen’s Comprehensive Limited Warranty provides two-year structural and major components manufacturer’s warranty, along with a complete written Warranty Summary Guide, for your piece of mind. We also offer a true Trouble Shooting & Maintenance Guide for the comprehensive service representative who should answer any questions.